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AEROSPACE MATERIAL
MANAGEMENT S.R.L.
(AMM S.R.L.)
Via Italia, 159
20874 Busnago (MB)
Tel. +39 010 550851
www.ammitaly.it

AMM Italy is a leading Italian aerospace material distributor.
The company -privately owned- was founded in 2011. The
company has grown steadily thanks to the targeted support
and tailored supply chain services plus the constant search for
innovative solutions. A prominent advantage is the possibility
to have a vast inventory of aluminum, titanium, steel and
superalloy products in most of the existing forms.

ASE is a world-class supplier of Electrical Power Generation and
Distribution Systems for the Aerospace and Defence Industry
from concept through to integration and certification.

ASE
Via Verdi, 33/35
20010 San Giorgio Su Legnano
(MI)
Tel. +39 0331 402216
www.ase-spa.com

With its origin going back to the early '50s, ASE has acquired
strong know-how and experience over the years.
Integrated Systems include:
− AC and DC Power Generation
− Power Management & Control
− Primary and Secondary Power Distribution
− Power Conversion
The mission of ASE is to provide non-negotiable quality
standards, competitive pricing and on-time deliveries.
Customer satisfaction is a central aspect of ASE’s strategy and
everyday source of continuous improvement.

Aviochem is specialized in aerospace chemicals and solutions both developed and traded - in the area of surface treatment,
sealing and composite.

AVIOCHEM
Via Artigianale, 29/A
25010 Montirone (BS)
Tel. +39 030 2170211
www.aviochem.it

Aviochem is an Aerospace Stockist for the products for which
they act as agents as well as for the one request by the market
or following specific customer needs.
Aviochem has an expertise on chemical products management
(i.e. stocking, handling, shipping and obsolescence
management) and is regular distributor, with stock in house of
a wide range of its represented products.
The company operates as agents, on an european scale, for
various OEMs: sealants, joints and seals, structural adhesives,
aramidic and aluminum honeycombs, dry and thermoplastics
preimpregnated fabrics; MIL-spec plastic media, aerospace
stencils and stickers and composite finished parts.

Brancaro Industries is specialized in the design, development
and production of Electronic Boards and assembly of avionics
equipment.

BRANCARO
INDUSTRIES
Via Monte Grappa, 3
21010 Cardano al Campo (VA)
Tel. +39 0321 494021
www.brancaro.com

Products:
We develop custom Avionics & Electrical equipment, tailored
on your specific design and requirements.
Technologies:
PCB Assembly (SMD, THT, COB)/Testing/Manufacturing.
Services:
Equipment design services, covering the full D&D, Testing and
Qualification cycle.

CORDON ELECTRONICS Italia is a Microwave & Photonic
Design, Engineering & Manufacturing Specialist for Aerospace,
Defense & Telecom. From Component to Sub-System

CORDON ELECTRONICS
ITALIA
Via San Martino, 7
20864 Agrate Brianza (MB)
Tel. +39 039 64181
www.cordongroup.it

ITALIANA PONTI RADIO
Via Cà Bassa, 67
21100 Varese
Tel. + 39 0332 331417
www.ipreurope.com

CORDON Italia is born in 2017 form the acquisition of the
operations of Linkra and Compel Electronics, two Italian
historical companies (over 40 years of experience) in the
Microwave, Photonic and Electronic field.
It is part of the French Group “CORDON” manly active in the
Electronic Service and Logistics with an international footprint.
CORDON Italia is the second acquisition of the Group in
Defense sector after the purchase of an AIRBUS defense site in
Val de Reuil (France).

IPR is currently one of the top European manufacturers of
fixed and mobile communication data link systems – LOS
COFDM and BLoS Satellite - for fixed and rotary wings
platforms, manned and unmanned for Surveillance, Border
Control and Security.
Founded in 1984, IPR is one of the most appreciated suppliers
of airborne systems such as WB data links, C2 solutions, Fixed
and Mobile Ground Control Stations, Complete Ground
Networks for military and police authorities and avionic
companies. Its continuous investment in R&D, enthusiasm and
consistency in seeking innovative solutions, its young,

dynamic team trained fully in-house, along with its ability to
offer “turnkey” solutions - from design to installation and
from planning to after sales service - guarantee IPR’s leading
position in the market and make it a safe benchmark in terms
of excellence in services offered.
IPR has been awarded the most significant military and civil
certifications in both aeronautical and company processes,
bringing IPR systems in line with the highest European quality
standards and making it one of the most reliable partners for
private and institutional customers.

JOINTEK
Via Generale Dalla Chiesa, 23
21019 Somma Lombardo (VA)
Tel. + 39 0331 250336
www.jointek.it

M.P.G. INSTRUMENTS
Via P. Mascagni, 42
20030 Senago (MI)
Tel. +39 06 40 71 603
www.mpginstruments.com

JOINTEK offers flexible hose assemblies and special engineered
components - e.g. fittings, valves, couplings - for aerospace
hydraulic, fuel and pneumatic systems.
JOINTEK was founded in 1991, and in 1994 entered into an
agreement with “Parker Hannifin Corporation - Stratoflex
Products Division”. The company operates a state-of-the-art
hose assembly facility in conformance with “Parker Hannifin
Corporation - Stratoflex Products Division” production
processes and procedures. The facility is approved by many
European aerospace OEMs.

M.P.G. Instruments srl was founded in 1984, after careful
considerations and analysis on the needs for innovation and
technology transfer in the field of testing for
Telecommunications of Civil, Military and Aerospace Avionics.
The company has based its activity on electronic test
equipment commercialization, taking care of the customization
and defining accuracy standards based on specific
requirements of the reference customers.
M.P.G. Instruments srl is structured to be able to guarantee upto-date products and customizable services to its customers, in
order to ensure:
– Constant technological innovation;
– Prompt technical assistance;
– Accurate maintenance and calibration services.
Products:
RF Carrier, CNI Avionics Simulators, AGE, STTE & ATE, COTS
Instruments

MECAER AVIATION
GROUP
Via Per Arona, 46
28021 Borgomanero (NO)
Tel. +39 0322 8371
www.mecaer.com

MERLETTI
AEROSPACE
Via Carducci, 8
21010 Arsago Seprio (VA)
Tel. + 39 0331 769577
www.meccanicamerletti.it

O.V.S. VILLELLA
Via dello Sport, 26/28
21018, Sesto Calende (VA)
Tel. +39 0331 922 380
www.ovsvillella.it

With facilities across Europe and North America, MECAER
AVIATION GROUP offers Integrated Systems for Helicopters,
General Aviation and Business Aircraft.
MECAER AVIATION GROUP (MAG) is a leading global provider
of solutions for the Aerospace industry.
It is highly specialized in-flight control systems, landing gear
systems, actuation systems, passenger flight experience
enhancement
solutions
which
include
interiors,
soundproofing, entertainment & communication systems,
completion & modification services, as well as MR&O services.

MERLETTI AEROSPACE is specialized in manufacturing and
assembly of components and sub-assy for aerospace industry
and verticalized management of customer orders. Design and
manufacturing of tools and fixtures for machining of
mechanical parts.
Highly developed also in complete construction and assembly
of structural components and flight controls, contract
management verticalized; high-strength steels, aluminum,
titanium and inconel. Final sector of activity: civil fixed-wing
aircraft (AIRBUS A380, A320, A321 - SAM 146 (SUPERJET 100)
- P180 - FALCON, EFA), military fixed-wing aircraft (Tornado,
JSF), Trainers (M346, MB339, SF260), helicopters (AW109, 139,
149, 169, 189, 129 – 101 - NH90), Tilt Rotor (AW 609). GSE for
aircraft and helicopters.

O.V.S. VILLELLA has been founded in 1975 by its actual
Manager Peppino Villella as an aeronautical welding company.
The company’s high-level reliability allowed to enter
important sub-supplier markets getting confidence and
appreciation by its customers, which are some of the most
important in their respective activity fields.
Products:
Design & Engineering. Working: Tubes and duct, Water-jet
cutting, Sheet-metal, NC machining + Multi-tasking
Traditional machining, Assemblies.
Technologies:
(TIG) GTAW manual welding of frames and components

Manual brazing - Surface Treatments – Resistance welding Painting - Solid lubricant application - External roll threading
Heat treatments.
Services:
ND inspections: Radiographic, Liquid penetrant, Magnetic
particle. Laboratory test: Tensile, Hardness, Conductivity,
Roughness, Micrograph/Macrograph, Pull-out.

